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The global trend towards decarbonization has led to research 
on battery materials taking centre stage as one of the key 
enabling technologies for the electrification of transport and 

the storage of intermittently produced solar and wind energy. In 
parallel, lithium-ion batteries have become ubiquitous by powering 
the revolution in portable electronics. However, the proliferation of 
electrochemical energy storage for applications of ever-increasing 
scale, such as electromobility and grid storage, hinges on strict 
performance, safety, energy density and cost requirements for the 
batteries of the future, which cannot necessarily be satisfied by the 
current state of the art.

Research efforts have been focused in two general directions1: 
incremental optimization of the already mature Li-ion technol-
ogy (advanced Li-ion) or bold modifications of its core compo-
nents (post Li-ion). The latter approach includes intensive work on 
switching to different mobile cations (for example, Na+ or Mg2+), 
utilizing metallic anodes and employing solid electrolytes that give 
rise to solid-state batteries. Such post Li-ion strategies are not mutu-
ally exclusive and can be combined to tailor the characteristics of 
the battery to the requirements of the application. Their combina-
tion, for instance, could include a metal-anode solid-state battery 
with considerable potential improvements in safety and lifetime, as 
well as higher energy and power densities2.

Fast-ion conductors or solid electrolytes lie at the heart of the 
solid-state battery concept. Our aim in this Review is to discuss the 
current fundamental understanding of the material properties of 
inorganic solid electrolytes that are relevant to their integration in 
solid-state batteries, as shown in Fig. 1. We focus particularly on 
recent contributions to reflect the present trends, directions and 
challenges in the field.

Advantages of solid-state batteries
The main proposed benefit of solid-state batteries has been their 
increased safety, which stems from the absence of flammable liquid 
electrolytes typically employed in Li-ion cells. Detailed thermal and 
mechanical abuse investigations are still pending, but preliminary 

thermal analysis results are promising3. The inherent slower reac-
tivity of solids compared with liquids also leads to expectations of 
longer device lifetimes for solid-state cells. This has been demon-
strated for solid-state microbatteries operating for more than 10,000 
cycles4; but the scalability of this attribute has yet to be proven. A 
multitude of aging effects in Li-ion batteries are linked to the liquid 
electrolyte and are not expected in solid-state devices, for example, 
transition metal dissolution. However, gas evolution from the cath-
ode materials can also be encountered in solid-state cells leading 
to safety and aging issues3,5. Furthermore, other aging mechanisms, 
such as mechanical degradation, might be exacerbated exactly due 
to the solid nature of the cells.

Inorganic solid electrolytes could also support battery opera-
tion at low and high temperatures (for example, –50 to 200 °C or 
higher) in which conventional liquid electrolytes would freeze, boil 
or decompose. The low activation energies for fast-ion conduction 
help to reduce the variation of ionic conductivity with tempera-
ture ensuring reliable operation. Moreover, no bulk polarization is 
expected in solid materials, due to the immobility of the anionic 
framework, potentially leading to higher power capabilities2,6. Kato 
et al.7 have reported extraordinarily fast cycling of solid-state cells, 
for example, 18 C at 100 °C corresponding to charge–discharge 
times of 3 min. Nevertheless, such current densities remain chal-
lenging for cells with practical energy densities8. Indeed, solid elec-
trolytes are not impervious to polarization at their interfaces with 
electrodes, the effects of which should be carefully understood.

Adoption of solid-state technology could lead to significant 
increases in energy density, which is the quantity of energy stored 
per volume or mass of a device and constitutes a critical feature 
for any energy storage application. Notably, bipolar stacking of the 
anode of one cell and the cathode of the next cell on the same cur-
rent collector could be implemented, as exemplified in Fig. 1, to 
produce higher-voltage individual cells9 and thus reduce the pack-
aging. Another promising prospect is the stabilization of next-
generation electrodes, the utilization of which has been deemed 
problematic in liquid-based cells. These high-performance  
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electrodes include metallic anodes, such as Li, Na and Mg, which 
could lead to the highest capacities and operating voltages in their 
batteries2,10. Similarly, high-voltage cathodes, can deliver more 
energy per ion transferred, but tend to cause oxidation of common 
liquid electrolytes. The use of metallic anodes and high-voltage 
cathodes with solid electrolytes has been demonstrated in solid-
state microbatteries4; however, their applicability to large-scale 
systems remains to be proven.

Challenges facing solid-state electrolytes
In view of the advantages of solid-state batteries, intensive efforts 
have been dedicated to their development. Three main electro-
lyte-related challenges have been identified for solid-state battery 
devices2, as shown schematically in Fig. 1.

Utilization of metal anodes is very problematic in liquid-based 
cells due to the inhomogeneous deposition of Li (or Na) as fila-
ment-like structures, commonly known as dendrites11, which grow 
through the separator to the cathode causing short-circuit. It had 
been originally expected that solid electrolytes would be impervious 
to this dendrite-induced failure by virtue of their mechanical rigid-
ity, but recent reports have demonstrated the ability of metallic Li 
to penetrate into solid materials12. Extensive efforts to fully under-
stand the fundamental mechanism of inhomogeneous deposition of 
Li through solid electrolytes are underway.

A second challenge is stabilization of interfaces. The interfacial 
composition and structure between solid electrolytes and electrode 
materials often present major deviations from those of the bulk 
materials. The formation of ionically resistive or electron-con-
ducting decomposition products have inhibited the performance 
of solid-state devices. Numerous experimental and computational 
techniques have been developed to probe the formation and behav-
iour of such interfaces. Elucidating the nature of interfaces will con-
tribute to establishing a rational approach towards the combination 
of materials in the new generation of solid-state cells.

The third challenge is maintenance of physical contact. A prom-
inent disadvantage of solid-state systems is the reliance of ionic 
diffusion on contact of solid particles. These point contacts are 
especially sensitive to stresses developed on electrochemical cycling 

in electrode materials13, which can lead to the formation and prop-
agation of cracks14, as well as delamination of interfaces15,16. The 
development of effective strategies to alleviate the issue of physical 
contact is imperative in the engineering of solid-state batteries.

The solutions to these challenges hinge on our knowledge of 
the fundamental properties of solid electrolyte materials. Here, 
we review the current state-of-the-art understanding of inorganic  
solid electrolytes in the areas of multiscale ion transport,  
electrochemical stability and mechanics, and their reliance on the 
processing routes available.

Multiscale ion transport
The migration of ions in a solid-state battery is a multiscale process 
composed of mechanisms that manifest at different length scales, 
from the atomic scale up to the device scale, as shown in Fig. 2. 
Importantly, the final impedance of a device is a function of all these 
mechanisms. The techniques that can be used to probe ion conduc-
tion at varying scales are diverse and are often limited in their space 
or time resolution, making multi-technique approaches imperative 
for successful interpretation.

Atomic scale. At the atomic scale (Å), mobile cations (for exam-
ple, Li+, Na+ or Mg2+) diffuse in solids along favourable migration 
pathways and can be visualized as ion hops between ground-state 
stable sites and/or intermediate metastable sites of the framework 
constituted of anions (for example, O2–, S2– or polyanionic moieties). 
The sites and their energies are mainly defined by their local ion 
coordination, that is, bonding environment, which in crystalline 
compounds tends to be tetrahedral or octahedral. Consequently, 
the migration pathway of an ion in a material is a function of the 
availability and interconnectivity of different sites as defined by the 
arrangement of anions. For crystals, it had long been noticed that 
body-centred cubic anionic frameworks were common among the 
best ionic conductors (for example, α-AgI)17. Wang et al.18 recently 
proposed that this framework allows direct hops between adjacent 
tetrahedral sites with low activation energy (Ea) and does not neces-
sitate tetrahedral-octahedral hops with high Ea. Indeed, this body-
centred cubic arrangement of anions is present in several fast ion 
conductors, such as Li10GeP2S12 and Li7P3S11 and provides a design 
criterion in the search for new materials.

In the crystalline case, cationic vacancies or interstitials are per-
ceived as the mobile charged species. The three principal migration 
mechanisms shown in Fig. 3a are: (1) vacancy diffusion in which an 
ion migrates into a neighbouring vacant site, (2) direct interstitial 
mechanism between sites not fully occupied and (3) concerted or 
correlated interstitialcy (knock-on) mechanism, where the migrat-
ing interstitial ion displaces a neighbouring lattice ion into the adja-
cent site.

The mobility, u, of an ion in a solid electrolyte captures its ability 
to move through the solid lattice. The product of charge (q), con-
centration (n) and mobility of charge carriers in a solid then defines 
its ionic conductivity, σ, which is the key descriptor for ion trans-
port (equation (1)). We note that typically, only a fraction of total 
ions in a solid is mobile but quantification of n (for example, ref. 19) 
is not commonplace. Ion conduction is a thermally activated pro-
cess described by a modified Arrhenius relationship:

σ ¼ q n u ¼ σ0T
me�Ea=kBT ð1Þ

with m typically equal to −1, kB the Boltzmann constant, T the tem-
perature and Ea a characteristic activation energy for ion conduc-
tion. Ea includes the energy needed to form the mobile defects (Ef) 
and the energy barrier for their migration (Em), which corresponds 
to the highest energy along the conduction path, that is, the transi-
tion state for conduction, as shown in Fig. 3. For the simplest case 
of direct, uncorrelated hopping, the pre-factor, σ0, the entropy of 

(1)  Metallic anodes (2)  Interfaces

(3)  Physical contact

Composite cathode
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Anode

Fig. 1 | Schematic representation of a bipolar-stacked solid-state battery 
cell. Insets are magnified sections that highlight the three main challenges 
facing solid-state batteries with metal anodes: (1) inhomogeneous metal 
deposition, (2) formation of blocking interface and (3) contact loss on 
electrochemical cycling. The relative scale of the battery components is 
indicative of typical laboratory-scale cells. For commercial cells, inactive 
volume (solid electrolyte, current collectors, porosity) should be minimized 
and the electrodes should be balanced (chemically and mechanically14).
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migration (ΔSm), the jump distance (α0) and the attempt frequency 
(ν0), are related as follows:

σ0 ¼ z
nq2

kB
eΔSm=kBα20ν0 ð2Þ

The geometric factor z (≤1) depends on the directionality of the 
conduction mechanism. ‘Energy landscape’ schematics are com-
monly used to visualize Em, v0 and α0, as well as the various conduc-
tion mechanisms, as shown in Fig. 3.

In the intrinsic regime, the concentration of mobile charged spe-
cies, n, is temperature dependent and relates to the defect formation 
energy of vacancies and/or interstitials (Ef). Ion doping by substitu-
tion of aliovalent ions (that is, dopants with a different valence from 
the host ions) can also create charge-compensating vacancies or 
interstitials. For example, Si4+ dopants on the P5+ site in Na3PS4 create 
Na+ interstitials20, while Cl– dopants on the S2– site in the same mate-
rial generate Na+ vacancies21. In this extrinsic regime, the defect pop-
ulation is determined by the dopant concentration and in the case 
of both Na3+xSixP1−xS4 (ref. 22) and Na3−xPS4−xClx (ref. 23) leads to sig-
nificantly increased conductivities, in accordance with equation (2).

However, the effect of elemental substitutions is not limited to 
the concentration of mobile defects. For example, extensive cation  
mixing in the lithium superionic conductor (LISICON)-type  
Li4±xSi1–xXxO4 (X = P, Al and/or Ge) was shown to promote the 
change of the atomistic conduction mechanism to a ‘superionic’ one, 
attributed to a flattening of the energy landscape, thus enabling low 
migration energies24,25. Other authors have argued that increasing 
the mobile ion concentration above the number of available ground-
state sites in materials, such as garnets and NASICONs (sodium 
superionic conductors), forces excess mobile ions into higher-
energy (metastable) sites and enables concerted ion migration, that 
is, collective migration of multiple cations, akin to the intersticialcy 
mechanism shown in Fig. 3a, with reduced migration energy26,27.

Anion frameworks that are mechanically softer, such as sulfides or 
selenides, have been thought to aid ion migration28. However, there 
are two competing effects arising from softer lattice phonons29: (1) 
the activation energy for conduction (Ea) decreases, aiding ion diffu-
sion, but (2) lower lattice vibration frequencies simultaneously lead 
to lower hopping attempt frequencies, ν0, and decreasing the migra-
tion entropy, ΔSm (ref. 30), thus promoting a decrease of the Arrhenius 
pre-factor (equation (2)). Recently, Kraft et al. demonstrated that the 
attempt frequency correlates closely to the Debye frequency derived 
from speed-of-sound measurements, which can act as a convenient 
descriptor for further investigations on ionic conductors29. Muy et al. 
also confirmed the correlation between the activation energy for 
conduction (Ea) and the phonon band centres using inelastic neutron 
scattering on a variety of oxide and sulfide LISICON materials31.

Rotations of polyanionic moieties (for example, SO4
2– and PO4

3–) 
have been proposed to aid ionic conduction and have been referred 
to as the paddle-wheel effect17. Such explanations have recently 
resurfaced in light of computational results suggesting correlation 
between ionic conductivity and the rotational freedom of polyanions 
(typically tetrahedra including PS4

3– (ref. 32) or BH4
– (ref. 33), but also 

OH– (ref. 34) dipoles). Quasi-elastic neutron scattering experiments 
have attempted to provide direct evidence of paddle-wheel effects, 
most recently in LiCB11H12 and NaCB11H12, demonstrating a link 
between CB11H12

– rotational mobility and Li+ or Na+ diffusivity35,36.
Since the charge transfer in solid electrolytes is directly linked to 

mass transfer of the charged defects, it is often insightful to consider 
their diffusivity, D, linked to the conductivity by the well-known 
Nernst–Einstein relationship

D ¼ u
q
kBT ¼ σ

nq2
HRkBT ð3Þ

where HR is the Haven ratio, which is related to the factor z in 
equation (2), and depends on the specific atomic-scale diffusion 
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mechanism. D is typically accessible by nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) spectroscopy37 and molecular dynamics simulations, from 
which equation (3) has been routinely applied to derive values of 
ionic conductivity24,38. Despite reasonable agreement between the 
different techniques (for example, ref. 24), we note that (1) the dif-
ferent techniques probe ion transport at different scales (Fig. 2) and 
(2) there is recent debate about the validity of equation (3) in the 
case of solid electrolytes where the migration of multiple defects is 
highly correlated, the precise concentration of mobile charge car-
riers is unclear and/or in solid electrolytes that exhibit anisotropic 
migration pathways39.

While crystalline materials have provided an excellent platform 
to develop our understanding of ion conduction, some of the most 
relevant solid electrolytes show partial or complete amorphous 
character. The lack of long-range periodicity in these materials 

implies the absence of regular coordination sites and symmetric 
long-range migration pathways. Despite diligent efforts, a unified 
theory for conduction in the amorphous state is not fully estab-
lished40,41. Nevertheless, elements of the hopping theory can still 
be utilized, but require a statistical treatment, such as considering 
a distribution of activation energies for hops instead of a discreet 
one. Pair distribution function analysis of total scattering data42 in 
combination with reverse Monte Carlo approaches, can provide 
direct visualization of the atomic arrangements and diffusion path-
ways in amorphous samples43,44. Such analyses, corroborated by 
NMR, vibrational and X-ray photoelectron (XPS) spectroscopies, 
may serve to establish the link between structural units (for exam-
ple, the anion framework) and conductivity in glasses45,46. Due to 
the large system sizes required for satisfactory statistical analysis, 
direct probing of ion dynamics at the atomic scale by ab initio 
molecular dynamics calculations can be difficult38. Nevertheless, 
promising alternatives are being developed, including classical 
interatomic potentials derived from machine learning for amor-
phous Li3PO4 (ref. 47).

Micro- and mesoscopic scales. Compositional or structural inho-
mogeneities manifesting at the nanometre to micrometre scales 
can often dominate the macroscopic ionic conductivity, either 
beneficially48–50 or detrimentally51,52. The prime example of micro-
structural features are grain boundaries, surfaces of contact between 
crystallites of different orientation in polycrystalline samples, which 
can differ extensively from the bulk crystal in terms of structure 
and composition. Grain boundaries have been shown to increase 
the resistance for ion migration in most cases, making them unde-
sirable in macroscopic samples. It has been proposed that positive 
space charging (anionic vacancies) can render grain boundaries 
repulsive for mobile cations51 and that grain boundaries can act as 
sinks of ionically blocking impurities53. From an atomistic point of 
view, it has been shown that the percolation of mobile cations can 
be severely blocked by the distortions imposed by the misalignment 
of grains52. The magnitude of the effect depends on the material and 
seems to be negligible for sulfide solid electrolytes54. It is also con-
ceivable that grain boundaries in certain materials could also aid 
conduction parallel to their surface by forming pathways of under-
coordinated sites. In general, control over the concentration and 
atomistic nature of grain boundaries can lead to tuning of ionic con-
ductivity52,55 and, although sometimes tedious, the development of 
inventive techniques for their characterization (for example, ref. 54)  
will be insightful.

There is growing interest in glass-ceramic ion conductors, which 
are materials that result from a controlled crystallization of an 
amorphous phase56. This is because in some materials, the glass-
ceramic microstructure can result in stabilization of metastable 
crystal structures, such as Li7P3S11 (refs. 45,57) with an increase of 
ionic conductivity by several orders of magnitude. It has recently 
been shown that highly performing ionic conductors, previously 
thought to be completely amorphous, as determined by X-ray dif-
fraction, might be composed of nanocrystallites embedded in an 
amorphous matrix, as demonstrated for ‘glassy’ Li3PS4 with high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy49. Such nanocrystal-
line microstructures have been proposed to enchance conductivity 
by activation of surface conduction mechanisms in multiple mate-
rials, such as Li3PS4 (ref. 48), and LiBH4 (ref. 50). Understanding of 
these synergistic effects of amorphous and crystalline phases con-
stitutes an exciting avenue for further development.

Another source of resistance to ion transport for solid elec-
trolytes and solid-state batteries is inadequate physical contact 
between solid particles. In polycrystalline materials and composite 
electrodes, the contact between solid particles must be maximized 
and maintained for efficient ionic conduction to take place. In con-
trast, the existence of porosity implies the occurrence of tortuous 
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paths for ion conduction and inhomogeneous current densities. 
These effects contribute to an increase of observable resistance to 
macroscopic ion transport. Therefore, the effective densification of 
polycrystalline solid electrolytes and composite electrodes becomes 
crucial to enhance ionic transport, but may represent a major chal-
lenge when the mechanical properties and the processability of solid 
electrolyte (and electrode) materials are taken into account. For 
both oxide55 and sulfides58, a decrease in porosity has been corre-
lated with increased conductivity as a result of stronger grain–grain 
or particle–particle contact.

Macroscopic scale. The ionic conductivity of solid materials is 
typically measured on macroscopic samples, often pellets, through 
impedance spectroscopy measurements. Impedance spectra are 
sensitive to structural features in all preceding length scales and 
measure the total macroscopic ionic conductivity. Deconvoluting 
each component of the total macroscopic ionic conductivity, such 
as point contacts, grain boundaries, amorphous phases and impu-
rities, requires fitting to abstract models often based on empirical 
hypotheses involving the observed capacitances. As a result, the 
reproducibility of impedance spectroscopy-derived conductivities 
(and associated activation energies) between research groups can 
vary within about an order of magnitude, as, for example, for the 
recently discovered Na11Sn2PS12 (refs. 59,60).

Much of the research effort in the past decade has been focused on 
maximizing the overall ionic conductivity of macroscopic solid elec-
trolyte samples, σmacro. This has led to macroscopic, ambient-temper-
ature conductivity values, of the order of 10 mS cm−1 for Li+ (ref. 7), 1 
mS cm−1 for Na+ (refs. 59,60) and 0.1 mS cm−1 for Mg2+ (ref. 61). Notably, 
these values of ionic conductivity are directly contesting those of liq-
uid electrolytes (~10 mS cm−1) and numerous previous reviews have 
carefully discussed relevant trends of various material families62,63.

Device scale. The critical impedance value Zdevice is obtained at the 
device level, and includes contributions from materials other than 
the solid electrolyte, particularly, the conductivity of interphases 
that might form. Drawing a link between σmacro and Zdevice is not 
trivial, in that a straightforward combination of solid electrolytes 
with the highest ionic conductivity and high-performance elec-
trodes does not necessarily lead to high-performance batteries. For 
example, limited performance was shown for Li6PS5Cl argyrodite 
electrolytes combined with the commercial electrodes LiCoO2, 
LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 and LiMn2O4 (ref. 64). The majority of solid 
electrolytes are unstable and decompose in contact with electrode 
materials65. The interphases formed are typically resistive to ion 
transport and represent one of the main roadblocks to ionic con-
duction66,67. As such, an electrolyte with much lower macroscopic 
conductivity can exhibit lower device impedance if it manifests 
more favourable compatibility with the electrodes4.

In practice, the thickness, t, of planar conductive features, such 
as interfaces is often irrelevant or hard to determine experimentally, 
but can be assumed constant (in the case of passivated interphases). 
Rather than conductivity, it becomes more convenient to discuss 
impedence in terms of a thickness-independent area-specific resis-
tance (ASR), equal to t/σ.

The contribution of the ASRs to the overall impedance for a 
given material pair then only depends on the area of ionic contact 
between the solid electrolyte and active material, typically quanti-
fied in terms of contact area per volume of composite68. It follows 
that ASR should be minimized and the contact area maximized. It 
is noted however, that this is the same contact area that is suscep-
tible to resistive interface formation and degradation on cycling. 
The effect of such interphase resistances can range from dominat-
ing (kΩcm2) to negligible67,69–71. For composite electrodes, the active 
area of ionic contact between electrolyte and active electrode mate-
rial can be approximated electrochemically and is often much less 

than the total area of active material72,73. Special engineering must 
go into the 3D structure of composite electrodes with the goal of 
maximizing the coverage of electrodes by solid electrolytes68; in con-
trast to liquid electrolytes, which ‘simply’ wet the electrode particles.

Micro- and mesostructural parameters can once again domi-
nate the overall ion transport at the device scale74. Similarly to the 
separator layer, porosity in the composite electrodes implies tortu-
ous and/or blocked paths for ionic and electronic conduction and 
can severely limit the performance of the device75. For high energy 
density and to ensure sufficient electronic percolation, the volume 
fraction of solid electrolyte in the electrodes should be minimized 
to at least <50% (ref. 68). However, lower solid electrolyte contents 
decrease the effective ionic conductivity of the composite electrode75 
and this fraction should remain >25% to avoid ionic percolation 
limitations68. Naturally the above thresholds are also a function of 
particle size (distribution) in the composites and smaller electrode 
(and electrolyte) particle sizes promote both lower electronic and 
ionic percolation thresholds, respectively, and high active area of 
ionic contact available to charge transfer68,74,76. In turn, charge-trans-
fer resistances depend strongly on the electronic and ionic conduc-
tivity of the involved phases and consequently on cycling rate74 and 
possibly induced space charging effects77.

Any change in the chemical potential of the mobile species, 
such as at the interface between solid electrolyte and electrode, will 
generate a driving force for charge reorganization due to equilibra-
tion of the Fermi energies78. At thermodynamic equilibrium, the 
voltage versus Li/Li+ is connected to the Li chemical potential μLi 
according to:

V ¼ � μLi
qF ð4Þ

where F is the Faraday constant. In the interfacial region, the μLi 
(voltage) undergoes a drastic variation (several mV nm−1). The low 
voltage of the anode drives mobile cations into the electrolyte and 
vice versa for the cathode, inducing the depletion or accumulation 
of charge carriers and creating nanometre-length space-charged 
regions (Fig. 4)6,77,78. Such an effect might be exacerbated in solid-
state batteries due to the inability of solid electrolytes to exhibit bulk 
polarization in contrast to liquids due to their lower permittivity6.

Most importantly, this rearrangement of mobile species consti-
tutes the first step towards possible decomposition of solid electro-
lytes. Understanding these decomposition reactions and employing 
strategies to increase the effective electrochemical stability of solid 
electrolytes are imperative for long-term stable operation and are 
central to the following section on electrochemical stability.

electrochemical stability
Electrochemical reactions can be observed on contact at the inter-
face of the solid electrolyte and electrode. The driving force for 
such reactions originates from the thermodynamics of mixing the 
compositions of the solid electrolyte and the electrode to create new 
stable phases, denoted the interphase, as shown in Fig. 5a. (The 
term interface refers generally to the area of contact between two 
phases, whereas the term interphase refers to the new phases that 
are formed at the interface due to electrochemical reactions.) We 
distinguish between pure redox decomposition of the electrolyte 
and chemical reactions between electrolyte and electrode.

Redox decomposition is characterized by the addition or extrac-
tion of electrons and/or mobile cations (Li+, Na+ or Mg2+) in the 
solid electrolyte when paired with the electrodes. An example is the 
reaction of Li3PS4 in contact with Li metal65,79–81:

2Li3PVS4 þ 2e� þ 2Liþ $ Li4PIV
2 S6 þ 2Li2S

Li4PIV
2 S6 þ 14e� þ 14Liþ ! 2Li3Pþ 6Li2S

� � ð5Þ
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Such reactions can be partially reversible79, as exemplified by a 
solid-state battery made from a single material, Li10GeP2S12, oxi-
dized and reduced reversibly82.

In contrast, chemical reactions involve the formation of new 
phases in the combined compositional space of the electrolyte and 
cathode materials. For example, at the interface of Na3PS4 and lay-
ered NaMO2 (M = Co, Ni, Mn or Cr), the O2−–S2− displacement 
reaction is predicted83,84:

Na3PS4 þ 2NaMO2 ! Na3PO4 þ 2NaMS2 ð6Þ

Redox and chemical reactions can happen in sequence or simul-
taneously, together dictating the electrochemical stability of the 
solid electrolyte. The extent of such reactions depends highly on the 
power applied and the state of charge of the battery. For example, 
at the interface of Li3PS4 and LiCoO2, the following reaction is pre-
dicted65:

2Li3PS4 þ 3LiCoIIIO2 ! CoII PO3ð Þ2þ2CoIVS2

þ4S; þ 9e� þ 9Liþ
ð7Þ

In practice, rather than formation of distinct stoichiometric 
phases, intermixing might also occur at the interface. Such inter-
mixing is the case of equation (7), where the interphase was com-
posed of nanocrystals rich in Co and S as well as extensive P, Co, O 
and S interdiffusion between electrolyte and electrode, as character-
ized by transmission electron microscopy66.

The stability window of an electrolyte is the voltage range that 
it can sustain without redox decomposition, as indicated schemati-
cally in Fig. 4. Thermodynamically, the stability windows can be 
defined by considering the free energy of the decomposition reac-
tions as a function of the voltage. Richards et al. developed a meth-
odology to calculate the energies of such reactions for a multitude 
of Li solid electrolytes by utilizing μLi as a proxy for the voltage  

(equation (4))65, and other researchers have expanded this for 
Na (ref. 84) and Mg (ref. 85) creating effective libraries of stability 
windows. In practice, such computed stability windows may be 
extended due to stabilizing kinetic effects. A certain ‘overpoten-
tial’ beyond the thermodynamic stability limit is often required to 
drive the atomic rearrangements associated with decomposition, for 
example, about ±0.5 V in the case of Na3PS4 (ref. 83). The magni-
tude of this required overpotential could be linked to the mobility of 
charged species in the electrolyte86, which would explain the trend 
for the most conductive electrolytes to decompose most easily in 
contact with electrodes.

The high-voltage oxidation stability of solid electrolytes is largely 
set by the anion framework and specifically its propensity to give up 
electrons, typically limited by the anion with the lowest ionization 
potential following the order N3− < P3− < H− << S2− < I− < O2−  
< Br− < Cl− << F− (ref. 65). Inversely, the stability against reduction 
is set by the propensity of the solid electrolyte to accept electrons, 
accounted by the electron affinity of the (non-mobile) cations. We 
note that the electron affinity can be affected by the specific struc-
ture and bonding characteristics. For example, a phosphorus atom 
will be reduced more easily if weakly bonded to sulfur atoms com-
pared with when strongly bonded to oxygen species, as exemplified 
by the increased stability of Li3PO4 compared with Li3PS4 (ref. 65).  
Indeed, the stability against reduction has been experimentally 
correlated with bond stiffness of polyanion units31 for a variety of 
LISICON-type materials. The stability of solid electrolytes of analo-
gous composition against reduction might be better against Na 
metal compared with Li due to their difference in absolute poten-
tial, as suggested for example by the stability of NaBH4 versus Na0 in 
contrast to the instability of LiBH4 versus Li0 (ref. 87).

It is important to note that electrochemical reactions at the solid 
electrolyte/electrode interface do not necessarily preclude battery 
functionality. Given that reactivity is favoured, the kinetics and 
consequently the extent of reaction are governed by the interfacial 
transport properties. As evident from equations (5) and (7), the 
electrochemical reactions at the electrodes typically involve cation 
(Li+, Na+ or Mg2+) and electron mobility. If either is impeded, the 
reaction is blocked and the interface becomes kinetically stabilized. 
However, for the battery to function, mobile cations must transverse 
the interface. As such, the ideal interphase for a battery will be a 
good ionic conductor and an excellent electronic insulator. Such a 
scenario will lead to an interphase of finite thickness, stable against 
further electrochemical decomposition with a constant impedance 
contribution to the full cell. In the worst case, an interphase that is 
sufficiently conducting for electrons and mobile cations, denoted 
as a mixed-conducting interphase, can sustain extensive reactions, 
leading to an ever-growing thickness71, unmanageable resistance 
and short-circuit in the case of metallic anodes. Solid electrolytes 
containing metallic elements are especially prone to form such 
interphases at low voltages, due to their tendency to reduction, for 
example, Ti in NASICONs and perovskites80,88 or Ge in NASICONs, 
LISICONs and Li10GeP2S12 (refs. 69,89,90).

In Fig. 5b, we have identified three types of functional interfaces 
that can serve to operate solid-state batteries: (1) intrinsically stable, 
(2) kinetically stabilized and (3) artificially protected.

Intrinsic stability relates to the case of no reactivity between 
the two materials. This is an ideal case and almost no such inter-
faces are known with metallic electrodes with a notable exception 
of Na-β-Al2O3 versus Na metal91. A debated case is that of doped 
Li7La3Zr2O12 garnet, which becomes slightly lithiated on contact 
with Li metal. This lithiation causes a phase transition from the 
cubic to the tetragonal phase92,93. The macroscopic ionic conductiv-
ity of the tetragonal phase is lower, but it barely limits conduction 
as a nanometric film, constituting an ideal interphase92. It is worth 
noting that theoretical investigations reveal instead a slight ther-
modynamic instability of Li7La3Zr2O12, albeit at very low potentials  
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Fig. 4 | evolution of chemical potential across the solid electrolyte in 
contact with an anode and a cathode. The y axes denote the voltage (V, 
increasing) and the chemical potential (μ, decreasing) (see equation (4)) 
of the mobile cation as a function of the solid electrolyte (SE) thickness on 
the x axis. The evolution of the chemical potential leads to a concentration 
of the mobile cation close to the anode and dilution close to the cathode. 
These concentration gradients can directly lead to decomposition of the 
solid electrolyte and/or reaction with the electrodes. This phenomenon 
exemplified here for Li can also apply to Na and Mg.
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(0.05 V versus Li0) and with low reaction energies (20 meV per 
atom)65,80. As such the observed stability of garnet electrolytes 
against Li0 is likely the result of kinetic stabilization.

Lithium phosphate oxynitride (LiPON) constitutes an excellent 
example of kinetic interface stabilization94. LiPON decomposes into 
Li3PO4 and Li3N (among others) to form a functional interphase 
that is nanometrically thin, electrochemically stable and ionically 
conductive65,94 rendering its decomposition negligible with respect 
to the electrochemical performance of the battery. Computationally 
predicted decomposition reactions of solid electrolyte materials in 
the presence of electrodes65,80,84 can be directly used to assess the 
compatibility between solid electrolytes and electrodes as well as to 
design novel solid electrolytes with engineered decomposition. The 
rational design of new solid electrolytes could mimic the practice of 
additive inclusion in liquid electrolytes to stabilize the solid electro-
lyte interphase.

Artificial protection involves the inclusion of a preformed coat-
ing layer as a buffer material between the solid electrolyte and the 
electrode, with the goal of modifying the effective stability window 
of the solid electrolyte. Coating materials, typically acidic oxides (for 
example, Li4Ti5O12 (ref. 95), LiNb1−xTaxO3 (refs. 7,70) or Li3−xB1−xCxO3 
(ref. 96)) have become commonplace to protect solid electrolytes, 
mostly sulfides, from oxidation. The coatings are expected to 
smooth the voltage drop at the interface by providing an environ-
ment where the Li potential is intermediate between that of the solid 
electrolyte and the cathode materials (see Fig. 4). Some researchers 
maintain that the reduction in resistance is linked to a mitigation 
of space charging77, but others propose that the critical action of 
these coatings is the insulation of the electrolyte/electrode inter-
face against diffusion of electrons and non-Li atomic species66,78. 
Artificial protection strategies are also attempted on the anode side, 
especially for Li metal, but analogous work on Na- and Mg-metal 
anodes is still lacking.

Apart from reactions with the electrode materials, redox decom-
position can also occur if the electrolyte is placed in contact with the 
electronic percolation network, such as any conductive additive or 
the current collectors themselves83,97. Thus, coating strategies might 
also have to be extended to additives and current collectors97, or 
applied to the electrolyte particles instead. Another viable artificial 
protection strategy is the dual-electrolyte concept, where one solid 
electrolyte with high stability against reduction is in contact with 
the anode and another solid electrolyte stable against oxidation is 
placed against the cathode7,98.

Ideal solid electrolyte/electrode interphases are nanometrically 
thin and ‘buried’ within the bulk of the composite electrode and 
represent only a very small fraction of the mass and volume of the 
battery. As such, their direct characterization is not straightforward. 
Electrochemical investigations can evaluate the effect of interphases 
on battery performance but cannot alone describe their underly-
ing chemical nature. The importance of solid electrolyte/electrode 
interphases has ignited the development of numerous innovative 
techniques and experimental setups for their study, as summarized 
in Table 1.

Given the minimal thickness of the interphases, techniques with 
nanometric resolution provide distinct advantages to their under-
standing. Ex  situ XPS has been successfully implemented in the 
post mortem analysis of buried interphases of Li6PS5Cl against mul-
tiple cathode materials64. Another approach involves taking in situ 
XPS measurements with the synchronous deposition of Li or Na to 
mimic the effect of lithiation/sodiation on contact of various elec-
trolytes with the respective metals94. Other novel approaches include 
2D exchange NMR experiments, which have helped to rational-
ize the observed rise of impedance in the Li6PS5Br/Li2S interface  
on cycling67. Exciting avenues also include the development of 
in  situ high-resolution transmission electron microscopy experi-
ments to track the atomic rearrangements at the interface and  
elucidate their effects92.

Another approach to study interfaces is by artificially promoting 
interfacial reactions. This can be achieved by preparing solid elec-
trolyte/carbon composites acting as active electrodes and cycling 
them against the respective metal83,99. Mixing the solid electrolyte 
with carbon improves the electronic contacts, and eases the (de)
intercalation of the mobile cations into and from the solid elec-
trolyte on its reduction or oxidation97. As such, the interphase is 
formed at a much larger scale, and is thus accessible by more tradi-
tional bulk characterization methods (for example, diffraction)83,99. 
Alternatively, the identified decomposition products can be directly 
synthesized in bulk to study their relevant electrical and structural 
properties100–102. The disadvantage of these (ex situ) strategies is that 
spatial information regarding the size and morphology of the real 
interphase and specific resistances is lost.

In parallel, computational methods based on density functional 
theory can access thermodynamic quantities that compare directly 
with experiments, such as electrochemical stability windows65,80 and 
chemical reactivity with specific electrodes65,83,103. However, two 
main limitations of computational methods can be identified: (1) 
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(1) redox, (2) chemical and (3) electrochemical reactions that can take place depending on their respective free energy, ΔG (a), imposing the need for 
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the construction of phase diagrams depends on previous knowledge 
of the stable crystalline phases and (2) stabilizing kinetic effects are 
not captured explicitly.

The formation of interphases that might arise from possible elec-
trochemical reactions involves atomic rearrangements and volume 
changes compared with pristine materials84. Changes of the chemi-
cal environment and strain evolution can affect the connectivity and 
contact between different phases and are therefore the origin of the 
challenge in maintaining physical contact, explored in the following 
mechanics section.

Mechanics
The mechanical properties of the solid electrolyte and associated 
interphases can affect the microstructural evolution of the battery 
and consequently its performance. Specifically, loss of contact, 
fracture and/or inhomogeneous electrodeposition (Box 1) can be 
catastrophic and all depend on the response of the solid electrolyte 
matrix to the developed stresses. However, the relationship between 
the mechanical properties of solid electrolytes and the performance 
of the solid-state battery is still poorly understood.

The role of external pressure on the operation of solid-state bat-
teries has been highlighted previously2 and specialized pressure set-
ups are routinely used to effectively operate solid-state batteries at 
the lab scale97,104. Zhang et al. have observed a significant evolution 
of cyclic stress together with the solid-state battery operation13. It is 
crucial to consider the solid-state battery as a solid composite and 
treat its micromechanics105, including its resilience to form cracks 
and the delamination of interfaces, as depicted in Fig. 6.

The tendency of the surfaces of two materials to keep together 
(or inversely the resistance to delaminate) is described by surface 
adhesion. It is a prime example of the electrochemomechanical 
coupling105 that is crucial in solid-state batteries and necessitates 
multidisciplinary understanding of the contributions from: (1) the 
chemical interfacial energy, γxfc, corresponding to the difference in 
bonding and coordination at the interface compared with the bulk, 
(2) mechanical strain originating from lattice misfit between the 
contacted phases and (3) electrical attraction due to charge reorga-
nization at the interface (shown in Fig. 4).

In the case of electrolyte decomposition in the presence of elec-
trode materials, it remains challenging to identify the components 
participating in the adhesion of surfaces, and computational tech-
niques may become insightful. The importance of adhesion has 
been qualitatively illustrated for the metal electrode/solid electrolyte 
interface by contact angle measurements of the liquid metal on the 
solid electrolyte, with treatments that improve the ‘wettability’ of the 
solid electrolyte correlating to lower interfacial resistance106, prob-
ably due to vastly increased surface contact area. Wang et al. dem-
onstrated the direct correlation between the adhesion strength, σadh, 
(pressure needed to delaminate) of a Li/Li7La3Zr2O12 interface to its 
interfacial resistance, thus showing the direct link between mechan-
ical strength and effective ionic transport across interfaces107.

The stress developed as a result of electrochemical reactions 
at the electrodes is termed electrochemical strain, εelectrochemical, or 
electrochemical shock. As the mobile ion is reversibly inserted 
in the electrode materials, they undergo cyclical expansions and  
contractions. This phenomenon can result in localized stresses with 

Table 1 | experimental and computational techniques that have been employed to characterize solid electrolyte/electrode interfaces 
for solid-state batteries

Technique (sub-techniques) Observables/descriptors Operandoa Sub-micron 
spatial 
resolutionb

representative 
examples

Electrochemistry Impedance spectroscopy Macroscopic resistances, 
capacitances, permittivity

X Refs. 69,70,95

Electrochemical (de-) lithiation/sodiation Effective stability window Refs. 83,99

Full-cell cycling Capacity fade, overpotential X Refs. 7,15

Spectroscopy Nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy (pulse field gradient, 2D 
correlations)

Local structure, diffusivity 
and activation energy, charge 
transfer

X Refs. 67,129

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy Composition, local structure, 
oxidation states

X Refs. 64,88,94,130

X-ray absorption spectroscopy Local structure, oxidation states X Refs. 101,131

Raman spectroscopy Local structure X X Refs. 79,93

Time-of-flight secondary ion mass 
spectrometry

3D composition X Refs. 132,133

Microscopy and Imaging Scanning electron microscopy (energy 
dispersive spectroscopy, Auger 
spectroscopy)

2D microstructure, 2D 
composition

X Refs. 15,64

Transmission electron microscopy 
(electron diffraction, electron loss- and 
energy dispersive spectroscopy)

Atomic-scale structure, 2D 
composition, oxidation states

X Refs. 66,92,134

Neutron depth profiling 3D composition X Refs. 135,136

X-ray tomography 3D microstructure X Refs. 70,137

Computation Phase diagrams from first principles Composition, thermodynamic 
stability window

NA Refs. 65,80

Molecular dynamics Atomic-scale structure, reaction 
mechanism, diffusivity

NA X Refs. 84,138

The pertinent descriptors of interface performance that can be extracted from each technique (and sub-techniques) are listed along with representative examples from recent literature. aAllowing for 
probing of the interface in a working complete solid-state battery cell. bAllowing for spatial resolution at the 1–100 nm scale, typically required to spatially identify interphases.
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Box 1 | Interfacial and electrodeposition issues for metal anodes in solid-state batteries

There are two main interlinked issues hindering the application 
of metallic anodes (Li0, Na0 and Mg0) in batteries: (1) their re-
ducing nature that leads to reaction with the electrolyte, which 
increases resistance during electrochemical cycling and (2) their 
tendency for inhomogeneous electrodeposition during charging 
that ultimately leads to device failure by short-circuit. For solid-
state batteries to supersede conventional liquid cells in terms of 
energy density, they have to feature a metallic anode2. Despite 
expectations to the contrary, solid-state systems are also prone 
to short-circuit by electrodeposition, which has long been ob-
served for Na in Na-β-Al2O3 (ref. 140) (and Ag in AgI and RbAg4I5  
(ref. 141)). Recent experiments also confirm the problematic growth 
of Li through a range of solid electrolytes12. To curb these issues, 
alternative anodes, such as Li–In alloys, Li4Ti5O12 (ref. 13) and Na–
Sn alloys83 are typically utilized in current solid-state systems.

The manifestation of plating instabilities is intimately linked to 
the rate of electrodeposition with a critical current density typically 
utilized as the most accessible descriptor of resistance to this 
failure mechanism. In most Li-based inorganic solid electrolytes, 
the critical current density never surpasses 0.3 mA cm−2 (of real 
interfacial area) at room temperature, whereas for competitive Li 
metal batteries the target is 3–10 mA cm−2 (ref. 10). Additionally, 
factors including the (area specific) resistance of the Li/solid 
electrolyte interface106,142, temperature143, electronic conductivity137, 
microstructure and surface flaws12 have been shown to affect 
the anomalous electrodeposition of Li in solid electrolytes. It is 
becoming clear that there are distinct mechanistic differences from 
the growth of dendrites in liquid electrolytes10. Solid-state setups 
often operate under applied pressure and are subjected to additional 
stresses developed during cycling. The metallic anode is thus under 
compressive stress of the order of megapascals, thus exceeding the 
yield strength of alkali metals (for example, ~0.8 MPa for Li (ref. 144)).  
In the case of solid polymer electrolytes, a high shear modulus 
may promote stable electrodeposition145. However, this criterion 
has been shown not to apply for inorganic solid electrolytes both 
theoretically146 and by demonstrations of metallic Li growth 
through various materials12, from soft thiophosphate glasses  
(E ≈ 20 GPa and G ≈ 7 GPa (ref. 108)) to stiff monocrystalline oxide 
garnets (E ≈ 150 GPa and G ≈ 60 GPa (ref. 147)).

The exact failure mechanism related to problematic 
electrodeposition of Li in solid electrolytes is not yet fully 
understood. Most recent studies support a mechanism that 
proceeds in the following steps: (1) Li tends to nucleate 
preferentially at grain boundaries, and/or voids. This is typically 
ascribed to inhomogeneities in the Li/solid electrolyte interface 
causing current hotspots (panel a in figure). This can be linked to 
the fabrication of the interface, including roughness, surface flaws, 
low adhesion or interphase formation and/or to inhomogeneous 

stripping during discharge. The current density concentrates at 
the hotspots with the consequent development of highly localized 
pressure and overpotentials143. The molar volume of Li is much 
higher in its metallic form than in any inorganic solid electrolyte148 
by a factor of ~10, causing extreme localized expansion and placing 
the solid electrolyte under stress. (2) Cracks propagate through 
grains, grain boundaries and/or voids and Li deposits inside them, 
eventually short-circuiting the cell149 (panel b in figure). This 
electrodeposition-induced mechanical failure is counterintuitive, 
given that metallic anodes typically have yield strengths that are 
orders of magnitude lower than those of the solid electrolytes150. 
Once the cell is short-circuited, the mode of charge transfer 
switches to electronic, which has been reported to cause melting 
of Li via Joule heating150. Liquid Li tends to flow out from existing 
cracks and temporarily interrupt the short-circuit, therefore 
explaining the erratic voltage oscillations commonly observed in 
electroplating experiments149,150. Recently, it has also been proposed 
that electrons could penetrate the bulk of the solid electrolyte and 
cause direct nucleation of metallic Li away from the anode137.

Based on the above description, several design principles 
for the stabilization of metal electrodeposition through solid 
electrolytes have been proposed. With respect to the Li/solid 
electrolyte interface, surface treatments that improve the adhesion 
of Li to solid electrolytes, quantified through wettability, have 
been successfully implemented to lower the interfacial resistance 
and thus increase the critical current density142. In the same 
vein, mechanical polishing143 and coating thin films of buffer 
layers106 can also promote the adhesion and homogeneity of the 
interface. Alternatively, designing electrolytes with respect to 
their decomposition can also lead to stable, ionically conductive 
and electronically blocking interphases151. Microstructuring 
electrodes to increase the real surface area helps to achieve 
higher critical current densities per footprint area120. It has also 
been argued that, in contrast to polymer electrolytes, inorganic 
solid electrolytes (or interphases) with lower shear modulus (for 
example, LiBH4 with G ≈ 4 GPa (ref. 148)) would be advantageous 
in maintaining homogeneous electrodeposition146. With respect to 
crack propagation, mechanical considerations would dictate the 
use of solid electrolytes with high fracture toughness by carefully 
controlling the microstructure, that is, grain size55, porosity, pre-
existing cracks12 and pore connectivity138. In parallel, it was recently 
highlighted that more caution is warranted to minimize electronic 
conductivity of solid electrolytes as the key to stable metallic 
electrodeposition137. In the absence of a complete fundamental 
description of the anomalies of metal deposition through solid 
electrolytes, it is currently unclear which of the aforementioned 
factors is the most crucial for stable electrodeposition of Li, Na 
and/or Mg.

Li+ current

Stress field

e– current

Li metal

Solid electrolyte 

a Inhomogeneous current b Crack propagation

Inhomogeneous li deposition through solid electrolytes. a, Imperfect contact and interphase formation (brown) cause current hotspots.  
b, Preferential Li deposition in grain boundaries, voids and/or within grains creates localized stress resulting in fracture. Li could be deposited directly in 
the bulk of solid electrolyte through electronic leakage if σel ≠ 0.
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detrimental consequences, such as the formation of fractures and 
their propagation, delamination of interfaces and/or loss of contact 
between particles, as illustrated in Fig. 6. In such cases, voids are cre-
ated adding up to the inactive volume of the battery, with direct con-
sequences on performance. This phenomenon is in stark contrast to 
liquid-based systems where electrochemical strain results in hydro-
static pressure, which can be dissipated homogeneously, forcing the 
electrolyte to permeate any created voids and maintaining ionic con-
tact. Furthermore, the negative and positive electrodes typically pres-
ent unequal electrochemical strain, resulting in macroscopic pressure 
evolution on the device scale14. The magnitude of electrochemical 
strain depends largely on the electrode material used and can be 
negated by utilizing ‘zero strain’ electrodes, such as Li4Ti5O12 (ref. 13).

Material deformation under stress, including electrochemical 
shock, is generally described by the Young’s (E) and shear (G) elastic 
moduli. It has been proposed that soft materials with low moduli, 
such as sulfides, would be ideal as solid electrolytes, accommodat-
ing applied stresses imposed by the electrodes during reversible 
ion intercalation. However, it has been demonstrated that such soft 
materials (for example, lithium thiophosphate glasses), remain brit-
tle and prone to fracture on stress108.

The resistance of solid materials to crack propagation is quanti-
fied by fracture toughness, KIc, which is emerging as a determining 
factor for charting the performance of solid-state batteries. Bucci 
et  al. modelled the effects of cycling-induced fracture in a solid-
state battery, namely increased impedance and capacity loss109. They 
proposed that high fracture toughness, typically exhibited by dense 
oxides, is beneficial to avoid the creation and propagation of frac-
tures on electrochemical shock. Unlike the elastic moduli, fracture 
toughness is heavily dependent on microstructural parameters, 
such as densification, grain size, impurities and the occurrence of 
pre-existing cracks and porosity.

Despite the dependence of solid-state battery performance on 
mechanical properties, such characterization of solid electrolyte 
materials is not commonplace. Density functional theory calcu-
lations can provide estimations for the elastic moduli of pristine 
materials, whose atomic structures are known110. However, the frac-
ture toughness greatly depends on the microstructure and will need 
to be determined experimentally55. The microstructure is a function 
of the processing route used for the synthesis of the solid electrolyte 
material and its integration in a solid-state battery, which is the sub-
ject of the following section on processing.

Processing routes
The choice of processing route directly controls the electrical, chem-
ical and mechanical properties of materials and devices, and also 
determines their potential for scale-up. A solid electrolyte needs to 
be first synthesized from commercially available reagents, densified 
into a thin format to minimize ohmic resistance, and finally inte-
grated into a solid-state battery through intimate mixing with the 
electrode materials, as presented in Fig. 7.

Synthesis. The most direct route to synthesize solid inorganic mate-
rials has been solid-state synthesis, meaning the ‘shake and bake’ 
mixing and annealing of dry powders. Although this strategy has 
proven successful in laboratories, solid-state routes often require 
high temperature, and consequently large energy consumption. In 
addition, the evaporation of volatile components (for example, Li2O 
or Li2S/S) complicates the accurate control of composition and often 
necessitates the use of additional sacrificial reagents, for example, 
refs. 29,55. Furthermore, the increased temperature often leads to 
reactivity with the reaction vessel111,112.

Soft chemistry involves wet processing of reagents in the pres-
ence of a liquid solvent; initially utilized as a way to control the 
microstructure of oxide solid electrolytes in conjunction with 
consequent high-temperature annealing. Recently, soft chemical 
approaches have been emerging as a standalone way to produce sul-
fide solid electrolytes at lower temperatures48,56. The lower energy 
requirement is an advantage for scalability and, depending on the 
solvent, such routes can be safe and sustainable. Nevertheless, care-
ful manipulation and recycling of the solvent would be required. A 
high control over the purity and reproducibility can be ensured and 
soft chemistry methods have been employed to create completely 
new microstructures of known solid electrolytes with improved 
ionic transport48,56.

Another successful approach in producing amorphous and 
glass-ceramic materials with superior properties is mechanochemi-
cal synthesis (typically ball milling) that relies on the high energy 
impact between solid particles57. Mechanochemical routes can sus-
tain reactions at low temperatures, such as in the case of Li6PS5Cl 
(ref. 113) or cause nucleation of metastable phases, such as for the 
cubic-Na3PS4 (ref. 114). Although highly successful and practical on 
the lab scale, correlations between synthesis parameters and result-
ing products still remain empirical. Even though ball milling is 
already used industrially, its scalability with respect to safety and 
energy consumption remains debated. The main concerns originate 
from the sensitivity of resulting solid electrolytes to the mechano-
chemical parameters, such as weight ratios, media and speeds for 
ball milling and consequently limited reproducibility.

Overall, there is an empirical link between high ionic conductiv-
ity and metastability as quantified by positive calculated formation 
energies and challenging synthesis, for example, for Li10GeP2S12 and 
its silicon analogue Li11Si2PS12 (ref. 115). High Li mobility often seems 
to come at the expense of stability. Nevertheless, all three main syn-
thesis routes (solid-state, soft chemistry and mechanochemical) can 
potentially access such ‘metastable’ phases. In particular, solid-state 
routes can include a quenching step during which a high-temper-
ature atomic configuration is ‘frozen’. In mechanochemical routes, 
the high kinetic energy imparted on impact is quickly dissipated by 
the particles, which intrinsically mimics the conditions of quench-
ing. Finally, solution methods offer considerable control over the 
particle morphology in the form of solvent–product interactions 
and can bring surface effects into play to similarly produce meta-
stable phases48.

Densification. Solid electrolyte powders, regardless of the synthesis 
method, need to be further processed into high-aspect-ratio mem-
branes or pellets. High densification can be achieved through firing 
of green bodies (sintering) and cold or hot pressing of dry powders,  
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Fig. 6 | Mechanical degradation of a solid-state battery. The mechanical 
properties (Young’s and shear moduli, E and G, respectively, fracture 
toughness KIc) of the solid electrolyte (SE) and electrode (E) dictate the 
response of the system to the strain (εelectrochemical) during cycling. The 
adhesion of different solid phases in the composite can be quantified 
through the adhesion strength σadh and interfacial energy γxfc.
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to achieve the desired microstructure55,116. Softer materials such as 
sulfides and borohydrides might have a relative advantage against the 
typically refractory oxides due to their ability to be densified at low 
(even ambient) temperatures. The method of reference is spark plasma 
sintering, which enables precise control of the microstructure allow-
ing for model experiments to probe its effects on ion transport51,117. 
However, such processing is currently prohibitively costly, limiting its 
utilization to research and niche high-performance applications.

Integration. In terms of complete solid-state battery integration, 
thin-film methods are the only industrialized route for manufactur-
ing solid-state microbatteries4. Although thin-film methods boast 
great advantages in terms of minimal achievable thicknesses, high 
densification and excellent solid–solid contacts, their scalability for 
bulk solid-state batteries remains doubtful due to the costs involved. 
Fabrication of solid-state batteries by cold-pressing of dry compo-
nents has been most popular at the lab scale but its applicability for 
scale up and hard oxide solid electrolytes is limited118.

As outlined in the ion transport section, designing the 3D elec-
trode geometry is key to maximizing the solid electrolyte/electrode 
interfacial area of ionic contact and thus minimizing the overall 

resistance of solid-state cells. Mesostructured and interdigitated 
designs have been explored for decades for microbatteries119. For 
bulk systems, numerous approaches are now being explored, for 
example, fabricating porous, ‘trilayer’ solid electrolyte frameworks 
using sacrificial porogens118,120 or simply utilizing smaller cathode 
particles76,121. Despite advances, for high-current and high-capacity 
(thick electrode) applications, it is still the ionic conductivity within 
the solid electrolyte and across the electrolyte/electrode interface 
that is the main impediment to competitive bulk solid-state cells8,76.

Wet (solvent-based) methods can also present advantages in 
terms of the area of solid–solid contact in a solid-state cell. This 
stems naturally from the increased wettability of a liquid onto a 
solid, which is converted to active solid–solid interfaces on drying73. 
Indeed, most protective coatings for cathode materials are initiated 
from a liquid precursor, based on a volatile solvent, which is later 
evaporated70,95. Apart from nanometric coatings, solid electrolytes 
can be integrated in a solid-state battery directly from liquid suspen-
sions or solutions, forming self-assembled films as shown for Li3PS4 
from acetonitrile122. Slurry processing can ensure good mixing of 
the various components of composite electrodes (solid electrolyte, 
active material, conductive carbon, binders) as demonstrated for 
both sulfide123 and oxide-based batteries124. Such processing routes 
are closer to well-established process flow of Li-ion battery electrode 
manufacturing, in which composite sheet electrodes are infiltrated 
with a liquid electrolyte73. It was also shown to be possible to per-
form the synthesis and integration of a Li7P2S8I/LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 
electrode in a single-step by drying a solution of Li2S–P2S5–LiI–
LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 reagents125.

An interesting approach that was demonstrated recently for the 
low-melting anti-perovskite Li2OHCl is melt casting, that is, the direct 
solidification of the solid electrolyte into the desired shape and thick-
ness126. In analogy with soft chemistry, melt casting could promote 
intimate solid–solid ionic contacts but its application is limited to 
solid electrolyte candidates forming stable melts at low temperatures.

Finally, a critical parameter for the complete processing chain 
is the ambient stability of reagents and products, which dictates 
the synthesis environment required and consequently, the poten-
tial for scale-up. In particular, sulfides were thought to be intrinsi-
cally unstable in ambient humidity, releasing toxic H2S. However, 
considerations based on hard/soft-acid/base concepts have led to 
sulfide electrolytes that are air stable and even water-processable, an 
example being Na3SbS4 (ref. 127). Similarly, a number of oxide mate-
rials (for example, Li7La3Zr2O12 and LISICONs) are also prone to 
degradation in ambient conditions through hydration, protonation 
and/or CO2 capture, with the formation of carbonates24,128.

Conclusions and future outlook
We have highlighted recent progress in the fundamental under-
standing of solid electrolytes that are relevant to solid-state battery 
applications. Key properties of solid electrolytes are addressed in the 
areas of multiscale ion transport, electrochemical and mechanical 
stabilities, and their reliance on the processing methods available. 
In many of these areas, deeper insights have been achieved through 
a close synergy between experimental and modelling techniques. In 
addition to the major issues covered in this Review, future studies 
are likely to encompass the following important areas.

Materials discovery. There will be continuing efforts to explore new 
compounds and structure types that support fast-ion conductivity. 
The use of high-throughput computational techniques together 
with experiments will help to identify new candidate compounds. 
As well as modifying known electrode materials that are successful 
in liquid-based batteries, we should explore novel electrode materi-
als and protective coatings that are better suited to solid-state bat-
tery application including electrode materials exhibiting low and 
isotropic volumetric expansion on cycling.
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spray drying95, dip coating122 and so on. bFor example, tape casting, screen 
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Materials and interfacial characterization. In addition to crystal-
lographic studies of the average structure, there will be increasing 
use of atomic-scale characterization and modelling techniques to 
probe local structures, ion conduction mechanisms and interfa-
cial chemistry. Key interface issues include greater understanding 
of grain boundaries and electrolyte/electrode interfacial reactions 
and kinetics. Critical for the progress of solid-state devices will be 
the identification of self-passivating solid electrolytes forming sta-
ble interfaces with the electrodes or protective coating materials. 
Novel experimental approaches will need to be designed to monitor 
solid-state battery operation (preferably operando and in situ), with 
regard to probing interfacial reactions and pressure evolution.

Materials processing and device operation. There are still many 
strategies to explore to further optimize both new and conventional 
electrolyte materials, such as chemical doping, novel synthesis/
processing routes and dense thin-film preparation. Technical chal-
lenges to be addressed include developing highly scalable routes for 
synthesis and tailoring mechanical properties for stable operation 
of solid-state devices. The definition of reproducible protocols set-
ting standards in the synthesis of solid electrolytes and the assem-
bly and cycling of solid-state batteries are crucial for the success of 
this technology.
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